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Summary of highly relevant aspects of the updated Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Health Disorders Fifth Edition (DSM)
handbook utilized by health care professionals as helpful information to
diagnosing mental disorders. Our handy overview of disorders is a great
reference tool for learners and professionals to aid the analysis and
practice of the DSM-5 manual.
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INNACCURATE!! I was disappointed to realize there are no code numbers
provided.! But why therefore small on Depressive and Bi-Polar disorders?
If you are looking for codes or an abbreviated DSM-5, this is simply not
for you personally.. In this DSM-5 Overview, the description of
obsessive-compulsive personality ... In this DSM-5 Overview, the
description of obsessive-compulsive personality disorder is identical to
the description of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). These are two
different disorders. This is a significant error. Good Summary I like
the file format and the information. I'm currently studying for my LCSW
and bought this to supplement other study material. I most likely
could've figured that out before I ordered it, but I didn't. Besides
that, it's an excellent tool. Five Stars there are no codes listed only
the descriptions of disorders, so wished that they had included both.
DSM-5 Overview This review is for Dsm-5 Overview (Quick Study Academic)A
not-so-short summary of DSM-5. Provides good quick reference. Will
attempt to get a refund, but I wanted to post this to save others! The
product is what it is and will only provide what details it has. Since
you can consider the info before buying, no one should purchase this if
it doesn't meet their desires. It really is up the purchaser to make
sure they are buying what's applicable/needed for their situation. Great
tool! No, but it is a very good reference to be used furthermore to your
DSM-5, and is particularly useful for classwork when you just need a
quick reference to the DSM. I believe the product caters to a user who
is not a professional. This is an excellent tool to assist students
anxious about the DSM-5 to . What items are touted as those sorts of
things have turned out to be not nearly as helpful as they claim to be.
I have looked for most of the same points desired by others, including a
concise, abbreviated DSM-5 in pocket size or, at least, a more portable
version compared to the full DSM-5. Fast ship! I have always been an
enormous enthusiast of BarCharts related products and this one didn't
disappoint.Furthermore overview, I also recommend: Dsm-5 SUMMARY OF Dsm4
Changes  Studying Helpful for studying Excellent buy Perfect and sturdy
design Amazing Cheat Sheet I am using it for my Masters in Guidance
class when I really do not want to go although entire DSM-5 and it is
fantastic to help understand quickly the diagnosis.Brain (Quickstudy:
Academic) if applicable to your preferences. Both provide important info
as quick references that are convenient to carry with you, in addition
to work at study manuals. Further, the hard, laminated material helps it
be perfect for traveling and repeated using.DSM-5® Made Easy: The
Clinician's Guide to Analysis ) to help me get through current grad
college classes. I daresay there tend more
charts/references/manuals/books that might be very useful/helpful as
well, I just haven't run across them yet. Obviously, you will definitely
need other sources to be able to explore the specifics of the DSM-5 in a
lot more detail, but I love how thus giving the reader a Bird's Eye
perspective of the DSM-5 itself. Observe: DSM-4). There are no shortcuts



or cheap workarounds of the DSM-5, despite what many of us wish to have.
I'm taking a practice test right now and have missed questions due to
wrong information (a whole lot of it doesn't reflect the adjustments b/w
DSM 4 and 5).. It really is great when time and a reasonable analysis
are of the essence. For the novice, it creates the size, breadth and
depth of the DSM-5 manageable and workable; for the seasoned clinician
it is a remarkably fast review and summary of the diagnosis. I'll more
likely utilize this for all my psychopathology and neurobiolgy classes.
I take advantage of them, combined with the DSM-5 (and  Great for geeks
like me! Nice overview to possess in your clinical library! I'd want to
see someone produce these products as generally there is, obviously, a
big target audience desiring it and who would gladly purchase a physical
handbook and/or e-format (searchable) offering. This specific product
provides a much needed summary of the DSM-5. The great thing about
helping components is that you'll use them as references throughout your
career, not just in school (unless/until they become obsolete, of
course. In fact, the creators of the useful little tool seem to have a
better notion of how the DSM-5 is laid out than those who made the DSM
itself. Perfectly done! This is simply not accurate at all.! Handy and
comprehensive While this certainly doesn't replace the DSM-5, I have
used it often as a Counseling pupil in a Master plan. This is an
excellent tool to assist students anxious about the DSM-5 to just get
bite-size introduction to the entire manual. Once again, it cannot
replace the DSM-5 itself, nonetheless it can be a handy tool overall!
Great As expected Worth Buying. Super helpful with class. We will use
this within an crisis but its lacking.and  Pretty good. I've found many
errors--as well many to count. Easy to read and an instant
reference.This, and other items like it, aren't replacements for having
and knowing the information in the DSM-5. Fantastic product and price!
Is this overview ideal? I've viewed both physical offerings and e-
offerings and, unfortunately, There is nothing that works, significantly
less is helpful.
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